Source Outline
Due: Wednesday, April 3

In order to write a cohesive, organized paper, you need to determine what information from your sources is helpful (this is this stuff you highlighted/underlined/annotated) and where it will appear in your paper. Any listed quotes should support the paragraph in which they’re included. **Please remember to copy and paste the citation for any article you use onto a separate Google Doc. You will turn that page into your Works Cited when your research is complete.**

*You can paste quotes directly from articles onto this document, but make sure you get the citation, too.*

**Paper Thesis:**

__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

**Body Paragraph 1 Topic**

Below, list quotes from sources that support this point:

Article Title: ___________________________________________________________________
Quote: _______________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

Article Title: ___________________________________________________________________
Quote: _______________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

Article Title: ___________________________________________________________________
Quote: _______________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

**Body Paragraph 2 Topic**

Below, list quotes from sources that support this point:

Article Title: ___________________________________________________________________
Quote: _______________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

Article Title: ___________________________________________________________________
Quote: _______________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

Article Title: ___________________________________________________________________
Quote: _______________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
Body Paragraph 3 Topic

Below, list quotes from sources that support this point:

Article Title: ______________________________________________________
  Quote: __________________________________________________________
  _______________________________________________________________
  _______________________________________________________________

Article Title: ______________________________________________________
  Quote: __________________________________________________________
  _______________________________________________________________
  _______________________________________________________________

Article Title: ______________________________________________________
  Quote: __________________________________________________________
  _______________________________________________________________
  _______________________________________________________________
  _______________________________________________________________

*Optional

Body Paragraph 4 Topic

Below, list quotes from sources that support this point:

Article Title: ______________________________________________________
  Quote: __________________________________________________________
  _______________________________________________________________

Article Title: ______________________________________________________
  Quote: __________________________________________________________
  _______________________________________________________________

Article Title: ______________________________________________________
  Quote: __________________________________________________________
  _______________________________________________________________
In order to write a cohesive, organized paper, you need to determine what information from your sources is helpful (this is this stuff you highlighted/underlined/annotated) and where it will appear in your paper. Any listed quotes should support the paragraph in which they’re included. Please remember to copy and paste the citation for any article you use onto a separate Google Doc. You will turn that page into your Works Cited when your research is complete.

*You can paste quotes directly from articles onto this document, but make sure you get the citation, too.

**Paper Thesis:** Though it has many benefits, technology is ultimately harmful to society because it leads to decreased interactions, desensitization, and even screen addiction.

**Body Paragraph 1 Topic** Human interactions have decreased due to cell phones

Below, list quotes from sources that support this point:

**Article Name:** "The Screen is Eating Your Brain" by Everett Durst
**Quote:** "Studies have shown that five out of every ten couples, meaning 50% of people, are more compelled to look at their phones during dinner than engage with the person sitting across the table" (Durst 37).

**Article Name** “Evil, thy name is Apple” by Margaret Curry
**Quote:** “The limited conversations we’re seeing between family members is the result of a new best friend--one that provides endless entertainment. ‘Shooting the breeze’ with people is a thing of the past, because now, apps like Snapchat and Instagram dominate that time” (Curry 329).

**Body Paragraph 2 Topic** Users are exposed to inordinate amounts of violence and become desensitized

Below, list quotes from sources that support this point:

**Article Name** “Technology’s Influence on Violence” by Bernard Halifax
**Quote:** “What used to be shocking to past generations is now commonplace. Graphic violence and sexual scenarios are all delivered through a phone or computer screen, thus leading to it being ‘normal’ because access is constant” (Halifax 76).

**Article Name** ____________________________
**Quote:** ___________________________________  
__________________________________________  
__________________________________________

**Article Name** ____________________________
**Quote:** ___________________________________  
__________________________________________  
__________________________________________

**Article Name** ____________________________
**Quote:** ___________________________________  
__________________________________________  
__________________________________________
Body Paragraph 3 Topic: Screen or touch addiction is becoming a widespread problem
Below, list quotes from sources that support this point:

Article Name “Touchscreen-addicted Teens Becoming Too Weak to Hold Pencils, Doctors Warn” by Amy Lan
Quote: “The lack of physical exertion and countless hours spent in front of a tablet is leading children to improperly develop the muscles, bones, and minds. They’re so accustomed to clicking a screen that the average user checks his or her phone 87 times a day” (Lan 185).

Article Name
Quote:

Article Name
Quote: